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ZEROtherm CF800 92mm
CPU Cooler

Special Price

$14.98 was

$34.95

Product Images

Short Description

Keep Intel based system cool with the CF800 from ZEROtherm. The 92mm fan sits on top of a heat sink with 4
nickel plated copper heatpipes and 2,360cm² of aluminum cooling fins. This gives you 130W of cooling power,
enough to let you game to your heart's content and not worry about heat issues.

Description

Keep Intel based system cool with the CF800 from ZEROtherm. The 92mm fan sits on top of a heat sink with 4
nickel plated copper heatpipes and 2,360cm² of aluminum cooling fins. This gives you 130W of cooling power,
enough to let you game to your heart's content and not worry about heat issues.
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The screw-down mounting system ensures solid contact with the CPU. It also means that you don't have to
worry about it popping off when you've got your speakers cranked and everything is vibrating. The horizontal
fan mount lets the cooler work even more efficiently with newer cases that have dedicated ducts to the
outside to bring in cool air.

An integrated temperature sensor controls the fan motor and keeps it running between 800 and 2300rpm,
usually staying under 1500rpm for an extremely quiet setup. The optimized fin design and custom housing
direct airflow for maximum cooling and minimal noise.

Features

Superior Heat Dissipation The ZEROtherm CF800 features a polished copper base and 4-line heatpipe for
maximized heat transfer and an optimized air flow design for superior heat dissipation.

92mm Fan with Speed Control The ZEROtherm CF800 is equipped with a 92mm transparent fan with an
automatic fan speed control via a temperature sensor for exceptional cooling and quietness.

Compatible with LGA 775 Compatible with LGA 775 Compatible with the LGA 775 platform, the
ZEROtherm CF800 supports a wide range of Celeron D, Pentium 4, Pentium D, Pentium Extreme Edition
as well as the latest Core 2 Duo and Core 2 Extreme CPUs.

Specifications

0
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Additional Information

SKU CF800

Weight 2.0000

Color Clear

Compatibilty Intel LGA 775

Material Copper

Fan Dimensions 92mm

Fan Connection 4-Pin PWM

Fan RPM 2300

Fan CFM 43

Special Price $14.98


